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Nokia 1610 is a mobile phone model manufactured by Nokia.It complemented the Nokia 2110 business
model, but had significantly fewer features. It was introduced in April 1996 and released in May and became
highly popular at the time. The phone had a monochromatic display which could show two rows of text at a
time. The operating manual did not mention a possibility to send text messages, but at ...
Nokia 1610 - Wikipedia
The Nokia 2110 is a cellular phone made by the Finnish telecommunications firm Nokia, first announced in
early 1994.It was the first Nokia phone with the famous Nokia tune ringtone. The phone has functions
including SMS send/receive, and lists 10 dialed calls, 10 received calls and 10 missed calls. When the phone
was released it was considerably smaller than others of its price and had a ...
Nokia 2110 - Wikipedia
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OBDScope is a vehicle On-Board diagnostics software for Symbian S60 smartphones. It works wirelessly
with an OBD-II Bluetooth interface which is connected to a vehicle. The software uses the OBD-II Bluetooth
interface to access the data available on the ECU of the vehicle.
OBDScope - The OBD tool for Symbian
Am primit un Nokia N93i-1 cu meniu in limba engleza si manualul cu instructiuni in limba suedeza. Doresc
(contra cost) daca aveti posibilitatea sa-mi procurati manualul in limba romana fie brosura ,fie format PDF.
Manuale de utilizare in limba romana pentru Nokia
AFTrack is the display for your GPS mouse and activates the world of hiking, biking, sailing, geocaching or
more for your phone. The program handles tracking with smart and fixed logging features. It sends reports via
GPRS or SMS. It receives SMS position messages and show it as a waypoint.
AFTrack - GPS Tracking for S60 phones
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a random writes... we were suprised at how cheap the roaming charges were. Cheap? Depends how rich you
are I guess. My experience is if you have to make the occasional short local call while roaming overseas, say
to book a hotel, it won't break the bank.
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